
Saddleman Facemask Product Information 

Although our Saddleman facemasks are not medical grade and are not designed for those on the 

frontline of the fight against COVID-19 they are effective in reducing the spread of droplets and particles 

and allow those on the frontline to have a supply of the medical grade N95 masks. 

The Saddleman masks are made of a special 3 layer fabric which consists of a water resistant polyester 

outer layer followed by an integrated 3mm foam layer that helps capture any particles and finally a soft 

tricot layer towards the face for maximum comfort. 

Features 

 Washable and reusable (Hand Wash or Microwave to disinfect)

 Made of a unique 3 layer fabric which contains a built in foam filter system

 Water / liquid resistant outer layer for maximum protection

 Made in the USA

 Available in 3 Sizes: Adult Large, Adult Small & Child

 Helps prevent the spread of airborne particles and illness

 The large mask is roughly 10" across the center of the face

 The small  & child masks are roughly 8" across the center of the face

Description 

Saddleman is helping in the global fight against COVID-19 by doing its part in retooling a portion of its 

American production facility to product protective facemasks. This helps relieve the supply pressure on 

the medical facemasks that are desperately needed by our heroic healthcare workers to heal the sick 

and to protect themselves. 

Although our Saddleman facemasks are not medical grade and are not designed for those on the 

frontline of the fight against COVID-19 they are effective in reducing the spread of droplets and particles 

and allow those on the frontline to have a supply of the medical grade N95 masks. 

The Saddleman masks are made of a special 3 layer fabric which consists of a water resistant polyester 

outer layer followed by an integrated 3mm foam layer that helps capture any particles and finally a soft 

tricot layer that is against the face for maximum comfort. 

Notes 

Saddleman Facemasks are not eligible for returns 

Although fabric face masks cannot guarantee complete protection against an airborne virus, these face 

masks can help protect you from the tiny droplets that spread coronavirus. We urge everyone to 

practice good hand hygiene and follow social distancing recommendations. 

When it comes to quality masks & respirators, Saddleman is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.toolsid.com/saddleman/
https://www.toolsid.com/masks-respirators.html



